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 Drawing from Detail in The Sun and the Moon 

A Pre-and-Post Art and ELA Lesson for the Book The Sun and the Moon 

Lesson developed by Katy Laguzza and Carolyn DeCristofano for Blue Heron STEM Education 

DRAWING FROM DETAIL LESSON OVERVIEW 
How can we represent the motion of the Sun using color, texture, and line?  
How does an illustrator’s work connect to an author’s words?  
 
Children often draw the Sun as a yellow circle in a blue sky. In this activity, students will consider 
how to draw a scientifically based illustration that is still a work of art. Combining specific 
elements of the Sun, such as its sunspots, solar flares, and solar prominences, students will attend 
to scientific detail yet remain within the role of creative artists. They will consider illustrations as 
creations that convey specific content (facts) and impressions. 
 
The goals of this activity are for children to: 

• listen for and attend to text details and express them visually 
• reflect on the outcomes of their own efforts and those of others 
• practice revision and research as part of the development of creative products 
• think about nonfiction art as a way of conveying information 
• think about how an illustrator’s own creative ideas frame and impact our understanding of 

information in informational art   
 
Note that this lesson was developed for use in a variety of environments—community settings, 
classrooms, etc. Some scripting is provided to support those who are not necessarily comfortable 
or accustomed to leading groups of children through open-ended experiences. It provides age-
appropriate phrasings—but of course does not need to be memorized or read, and, for those 
who feel comfortable, it can be used more as a general guide for the gist of the conversation 
points than as a strict formula.  
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MATERIALS AND PREPARATION 
 

1. Each child will draw several drafts of the Sun in this activity. Make sure there is enough 
drawing paper for each child to have several sheets.  
 

2. Provide an assortment of pencils, crayons, and markers for children to use in their 
drawings. 
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LESSON 
Pre-Reading: Drawing on Our Own Ideas 

 
1. Start by orienting children to the Sun. Show them the book cover and tell them you will read 

the book to them. Point out that it is a picture book. Get thinking about representing real-life 
things in pictures. Tell them you want them to think like an illustrator—a person who creates 
pictures that go along with the words in the text. 
 
Tell children that illustrators’ jobs are important. They have to use their pictures to show what 
the words are describing. Invite students to think about being the illustrator who needs to draw 
or paint the sun. 

 
2. Tell children that like writers, illustrators make drafts of their ideas. Tell them you want them 

to start by drawing their own pictures of the Sun, based on their own impressions and what 
they already know and think about it. Instruct them to think of this as kind of a warm-up, or 
stretching for their brains. 
 
Give children 3-5 minutes to complete this.   
 

3. Now ask children to show their drawings to one or two other children. As a group discuss: 

• What sorts of things were similar in the pictures you shared? 

• What sorts of things were different? 
 

4. Tell children you would like them to sum up some of their words and what they are now 
thinking about the Sun. Ask:  

• How would you describe the Sun? 

• What does the Sun look like? 

• What do you think the Sun looks like up close? 
 
As kids share their ideas, create a word list to record their thoughts. Expect words like “hot,” 
“bright,” “like fire,” “yellow.” If students share a word that is not inherently visual, such as 
“hot,” ask what that might look like.  
 

5. Review the words, scribing them to contribute to a word bank. Ask: 

• Which of these words are things we can show in a picture that we draw? 

• Which of these words showed up in your picture? 

• Based on what you have seen and talked about, think about drawing the Sun again. What 
changes might you make? 

 
6. Say: Let’s draw a picture of the Sun again, right now. As we draw, we can use these words to 

give us ideas.  
 

7. After kids finish their drawings, lay them out so everyone can see. Ask: 

• What do all of our drawings have in common?  

• What is different about them? 

• What is an example of something that changed from your (or someone else’s) first 
drawing to the second drawing? 
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Reading the Book as Illustrators: Attending to Visual Detail 
 
1. Say: We’re going to read this book called The Sun and the Moon. As we read, let’s listen for 

new ideas about the Sun so we can add details to our drawings later.  
 
I will show you pictures of the Moon but not the pictures of the Sun because when we are done 
reading, I want you to make an illustration of Sun based on what you heard me read. Then 
we will compare your drawings to the illustrator’s drawings in the book. Do you think your 
drawings might have some things in common? Why do you think so? 
 

2. Read the book, showing pictures up to Page 31. Pause: Tell children to listen especially 
carefully. Read the book to the end—without showing the pictures. 

 
Post-Reading: Illustrating an Author’s Text 

1. To help children reflect on what they heard in the book, ask questions like: 

• What did you learn about the Sun that you didn’t know before? 

• Was there anything you did not understand? (Follow up with asking others to suggest what 
the words might mean, from the context. Point out that for now the children should work 
with their best ideas from context, but that illustrators often have to do additional 
research—look at other books, online resources, and images—to better understand details 
in an author’s written words.) 

• What do you remember about what the Sun looks like up close? 
 

2. As children share ideas, add their words to the word list. Expect more words about activity on 
the Sun’s surface, like “active,” “moving,” “stormy,” “explosions.” As before, if their words are 
not suggesting visualization but instead relate to other senses (“loud”, for example), probe for 
what that might look like, if anything. 
 

3. Reread pages 31-33 and encourage children to add more details to their word list based on 
the text. 
 

4. Optional: You may want to pause after reading each paragraph to have kids “act out” the 
action described. For example, after reading the paragraph about 
solar flares, kids can use their bodies or arms to mimic the fast, 
explosive motion described. 

 
5. Respond to student reflections of the book content by commenting that 

there is a lot of motion happening on the Sun. Ask:  

• I wonder how much motion you think was already shown in your 
drawings. Which details do you already have in their drawings?  

• Are there any you want to try to add to their drawings?  

• Are there any details you cannot quite picture in their mind?  

• How we can show the motion in our drawings? 
 

6. Say: Now that we know more about the Sun and what it looks like, 
let’s make new pictures of the Sun, illustrations that match and help 
show the author’s words. 

Tip: Safely Zoom to the Sun!   
Since illustrators also conduct 
their own independent 
research, you might show 
video of the sun, available at 
SOHO web site: 
http://sohowww.nascom.nas
a.gov/gallery/movies.html 
 
You might save this as a 
follow-up so that children 
draw solely from the text to 
create their post-reading 
illustrations. 
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7. Have children choose their paper size, their coloring medium, and the colors they will use 

before they start. 
 

8. As children work, ask questions such as: 

• Tell me about your choices of paper, [coloring medium], and colors. What was on your 
mind when you chose them? 

• Tell me about your drawing! What are you trying to include or change that’s different 
from your last drawing?  

• I notice you are drawing with lots of [describe a specific feature here, like the shape or 
color]. How does this remind you of the author’s words about the Sun? 

 
9. As children finish up, make sure they put their names on the drawings; then have them lay 

them out so that everyone can see them. As children look at everyone’s work, ask questions 
such as: 

• What do you see that all of these drawings have in common? 

• What do you see that is different? 

• How are these drawings different from your first two drawings of the Sun? 

• What words from the author did you try to illustrate?  
 

10. Say: Now let’s see how the illustrator of this book decided to draw the Sun. I wonder what 
her illustrations will have in common with yours? Let’s find out. 
 

11. Make sure each child has his/her or her own drawing in front of him/her so s/he can 
compare it to the illustrations in the book. 

 
12. As you show children the images on pages 31-33 of the book, encourage them to share 

what they notice. Ask questions like: 

• How is your drawing similar to this one? How is it different? 

• Why do you think the illustrator decided to draw the Sun this way? 

• How do you think these drawings of the Sun make the book better?  

• This is an information book, so the author and illustrator want readers like you to 
understand information about the Sun. How do you think the drawings of the Sun  
help make the information easier to understand? (Refer back to any concepts or  
ideas the children said they did not understand when discussing the text after you 
read it to them.) 

 
Reflection 

1. Guide children to reflect on the entire activity by asking: 

• How do you think we acted like scientists today?  

• How do you think we acted like artists?  

• What did you like about drawing from your own imaginations and what they already 
knew before reading? 

• What did they like about being illustrators, having to pay attention to helping the 
author get her ideas across to readers? 
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EXTEND THE LESSON 
If your group of children enjoyed this activity, consider leading one of the extension activities 
below. 
 
Compare different types of visual images in various genres 

Gather other nonfiction (information sources) --such as those found in author Carolyn 
DeCristofano’s illustrated nonfiction books, as well as other trade publications, school text books, 
and children’s magazines—along with illustrated texts in other genres and data-based images 
(digital photographs). Sort them based on content (“people”, “animals,” “space,” for example). 
Then compare and contrast the information and styles that is evident in the visual content. Discuss 
why the creator of the art may have made it—what might their goals and intentions have been? 
How are different intentions reflected in the different pieces?  
 
Help students practice strictly observational drawings (which still have an impression/subjective 
quality to them, because individuals bring different insights into the drawing—and yet have 
specific standard features, including labels and the intention of reflecting only what can be 
visually observed). Lead them through careful observational drawing; and then allow them time to 
create an illustration of nonfiction text; and lead and allow them to create an imaginative 
illustration of an author’s fiction or poetry with the same type of object featured. (A suite of 
drawings might include a labelled Moon observational drawing; moon illustrations based on The 
Sun and the Moon text about the Moon; and a poem about the Moon.) 
 
 
Picture of the Day! 
Every day (or once a week) for a period of time, display a different type of visual art—
observational drawing, nonfiction content illustration, photograph, creative image—and ask 
students to journal and/or discuss responses to a set of questions, such as: 
     What do you notice about this image? 
     What do you think the artist’s goal was for creating this image? 
     What kind of feeling do you get from looking at this image? 
 
As an extra, after the students respond, share the source and context of the image. Do student 
responses align with the image? Does any of the new information about the image raise any new 
questions or thoughts for the students? 
 
After a while, you might invite students to take turns finding images to bring in. Repeat the above 
experiences.  
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